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What is SAGE Prime? 
SAGE Prime gives a SAGE Scholars Sponsor 
(account holder) the abuility to claim a guaranteed 
minimum 10% savings off the published price 
for continuing education programs offered by 
participating SAGE Prime colleges and universities. 

Who is eligible for SAGE Prime? 
SAGE Scholars Sponsors are eligible to participate 
in SAGE Prime. Sponsors are the adult account 
holders who “sponsor” student beneficiaries in 
Tuition Rewards. To participate Sponsors must opt 
in to SAGE Prime. 

How do Sponsors opt in to SAGE Prime?
Sponsors can opt in to SAGE Prime by logging in 
to their Tuition Rewards account and locating the 
SAGE Prime menu choice.

How does the SAGE Prime discount work? 
SAGE Prime is a last dollar discount of at least 10% 
off the cost of continuing education. Participating 
schools have entered into a contractual agreement 
to reduce their tuition by a minimum of 10% for 
the Sponsor. Discounts will vary by participating 
schools.

Can SAGE Prime be used in conjunction with 
Tuition Reimbursement?
Yes. With a minimum discount of 10% off tuition, 
employers will save on tuition reimbursement when 
an employee takes advantage of SAGE Prime. 

What are admission requirements?
Each participating SAGE Prime college or university 
has their own set of requirements a Sponsor must 
follow when registering for a program.

What are the Sponsor’s responsibilities?
The Sponsor must be opted in to SAGE Prime for 
at least 45 days before they can claim a discount 
from a participating college or university.  

Can SAGE Prime discounts be used for 
graduate school?
Each college offers a range of courses both on 
campus and on-line. These courses include degree 
programs, occupational certifications and special 
interest courses. Please check with the college 
to confirm the discount applies to your choice of 
study. 

Can SAGE Prime go with a Sponsor into 
retirement? 
Yes, the SAGE Prime program remains an option 
for the Sponsor. 

How much does it cost to join SAGE Prime? 
SAGE Prime is free for SAGE Scholars members!

What if a Sponsor has questions?
Sponsors with questions about their account or the 
SAGE Prime program can contact SAGE Scholars 
at support@sagescholars.com
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